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                Although subtitled “An Arctic Environmental History,” Andy Bruno’s masterful study actually focuses tightly on the rapid and manifold transformation of a single small corner of the broad Soviet Arctic—the Kola Peninsula. Located in the Russian Northwest and jutting away from Finland, the Peninsula was, little more than one hundred years ago, sparsely inhabited, economically undeveloped, and (therefore) largely unspoiled. Too far north to exploit agriculture, its population of fewer than ten thousand “Russians, Pomors, Sami, Finns, Norwegians, Komi, and Nenets” eked out a living fishing and hunting (2). But by the latter part of the twentieth century, almost everything had changed. Decades of “Soviet rule had turned the Kola Peninsula into the most populated, industrialized, and militarized section of the global Arctic, as well as one of the most polluted” (4). This last phrase, although not treated explicitly by Bruno, is highly telling. If the region came to exceed its peers in population, industry, and military development, one would expect it to have done so also in pollution. The fact that it (apparently) did not bolsters one of the book’s underlying arguments: that we have often been too quick to write off Soviet industrialization as merely “Promethean,” short-sighted, and destructive. Although not dismissing the overall harm done to nature by human activity in the Kola region (there are plenty of statistics and anecdotes about poisoned waters, soils, and air, along with negative impacts on human health and wildlife), Bruno argues for a more nuanced conceptualization that sees Soviet-era development mixing familiar tropes of “dominance” over nature with at least some desire—and action—for “harmony” with it, too (273). The latter included “schemes to limit industrial pollution affecting residents” of the Khibiny Mountains mining areas (75) and efforts to ensure maximally efficient use of natural resources in industrial processes.
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